
Learn to be okay with your emotions. Don't judge them, and stop wishing
that they were different. Stop wishing you were more mature, or more
emotionally stable, or more effective, or more conscious.
Are you striving to handle how you feel, rather than feeling just how you
feel? Stop putting standards on how you feel. Do you flirt with the idea of
“newness?” New Year, new me etc. is not true, because yes, life does change.
However, reality always remains.
There is nothing we can do to make things feel different. Everything takes a
process, just as we should trust ourselves to process our emotions. Changes
don't come automatically. They take a while. As such, nothing you do will
make you suddenly feel better. You have to go through all of the emotions.
You have to learn to be in your moment.If an emotion is denied or pushed
down, the harder it is to keep it there as its natural state is to be out there. So
don't spend/waste energy suppressing yourself. 
Choose to sit back to allow your revelations to go up and prosper. Owning
your power is owning the ugly. The part of you that is embarrassed and you
are ashamed of. Get it out and work on it. This feels like progression.
Suppressing things fuels the energy for them to bother you more. Like a kid
that is told not to do something that they want. Deep down, you have a deep
craving to discover the curiosity that is fueling that feeling. 
Give into the ugly feelings to let yourself conquer them.
The only way to discover what the down low is, is by feeding into your
body’s needs. Land into that space and wait to see ‘what is here’ Consciously
get into what you are feeling so you can release yourself from it.
There's a reason for your sadness, etc. welcome those feelings and allow them
to sit with you. Go into it and feel that sadness to allow yourself to go
through it so you don't suddenly fall into depression. This will free you and
allow you to keep going. 
Lean into whatever emotions are coming to you. Every emotion is a form of
love. Every emotion is rooted in love. If you feel rage, that is a form of love.
Choose to go inside your emotions without becoming them. You are not
sadness, you are into sadness.
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See the following page for writng prompt exercise.
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How to Honor Your Truth

Embodiment Practice: 

Next time you notice yourself wanting to close off or suppress your  
emotions, pause and allow yourself to feel. Lie on your back with a
foam roller, yoga block or rolled up towel in the middle of your
back behind your heart space. Open your arms out with your palms
facing up. Keep your body physically open and allow the emotion to
move through you.  Notice how the energy feels. Is it pulsating?
Tingling? Heating up? Where are you holding tension? If you like,
you can write down the  feelings you encounter below. Allow the
energy to move with your breath as you experience this emotion
fully. BONUS: listen to a sound healing, binaural or the song
“Surrender” by Natalie Taylor with headphones to enhance this full
body experience.
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